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illions have already been spent on computers and networking infrastructure
in schools worldwide, and there are plans to spend billions more in the current millennium—but are these dollars providing the educational results that
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involve authentic work. While these ﬁrst three “uses” of computers may seem
fairly obvious, the last category warrants additional discussion.
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“Chromed” student products are exhibitions such as student-generated web pages,
multimedia projects or presentations that would suddenly lose their lustre if the
medium (the computer) were removed completely or separated from the content
and process skills embedded in the project. In other words, they are long on ﬂuff
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effective learning tool? This book describes a new way of viewing instructional
technology—a view that focuses less on the technology and more on the
curriculum, instruction and assessment practices associated with its use. Referred
to as the New Technology Infrastructure, this declaration of technology interdependence attempts to alert educators to the need for a revitalised instructional
infrastructure that provides a foundation for integrating current technology and
future innovations into classrooms of the 21st century.
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Performance assessments should integrate several instructional activities that
precede them, allow multiple solutions, relate to students’ prior knowledge, have
personal meaning and be challenging. Those that foster problem solving provide
students the opportunity to

≥revisit the problem from several perspectives,

i

≥conduct investigations (sometimes students design their own),
n),

i

≥interpret data, and

i

≥plan courses of action.
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Several instructional design models
teachers to take quality performance
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computers not as the focuss of the learning, but as an integral part of the learning
ry off some of the mor
process. A brief summary
more popular models follows.

Experiential-Based Action
ion M
Model

Referred to as EBAM, the Experiential-Based
ent
Action Model, conceptualised by Moersch (1994), divides the curriculum development process into a series of components called stages (Figure 10).
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performance measures that assess not only content understanding, but higherorder thinking. Using exclusive ILS or tutorial programs, or teaching concepts
and processes in isolation will no longer prove to be acceptable, effective or even
efﬁcient.

New Breed of Educators
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